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Abstract

Since the graduation took place in the lives of students and professors together and in the light of the high level

reached by the organizational and technical matters as well as this celebration of the meaning of happiness and joy

and pride of the students and their families, therefore assigned the graduation ceremony to the sections of student

activities and the faculties of Physical Education and Sports sciences in Iraqi universities. The results indicate that

all organizational matters and administrative concert graduation fairly equal in importance. Distributed a sample

search are five levels measured by the organizational and administrative reality, some university graduation parties.

Most of the members of the commissions' supreme-court for receptions graduation Students Sample Application was

average and above .Some members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation Students Sample Application was

at an acceptable level and weak .Relying on the scale of the administrative and organizational structure is for the

purpose of measuring the assessment of graduation students of universities.

Keywords: Evaluation, Organization, Administrative Reality for some University Graduation Parties

Introduction

The development of technical and organizational level for receptions graduation of university students at the present

time did not come by chance, but as a result of the follow-up to the officials and employees and those interested in the

most important factors of success through the existence of real's produce stand on what is most important in all

aspects of the success of the commemoration for the purpose of determining the pros and cons of treatment for

improvement and development. (Mahmoud,2010) Since the graduation took place in the lives of students and

professors together and in the light of the high level reached by the organizational and technical matters as well

as this celebration of the meaning of happiness and joy and pride of the students and their families, therefore assigned

the graduation ceremony to the sections of student activities and the faculties of Physical Education and Sports

sciences in Iraqi universities. (Bashir, 2010) As is the case in the use of the tests by professionals for the purpose

of organizational aspects and technical knowledge for festivals, and to celebrate the essential use of standards for the

purpose of knowing the level of development in all aspects of the evolution of management and contributes to the

development of the celebration at the local level and national . (Fouad, 1987) The importance of research

collaboration is the formulation and design of a scale for the purpose of knowing what aspects of regulation and

management during the celebration , which oversees the set up of the heads of departments and deans of universities

and student activities in Iraqi universities , in this work have based and contains the most important aspects of

officials a measure envisaged in the process of reorganization and management to increase fun for students where

this measure should include the presence of numeric values from which the knowledge level of each of the areas of
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the regulatory process and therefore follow the scientific methods leads to the reduction of the time and keep up with

the advanced countries in this field and to contribute to the graduation ceremonies at the local level and through

national treatment of cases Weaknesses and improvement and development and benefit from the presence of so

the activities of the departments of student activities, in particular the level of universities in general, (Shokriya,

1988) and can be used by the administrator or the heads of the deans of the universities who are directing the

formation of the complicating matters celebration in universities or military colleges or any institution to organize

events open championships sports or our festivals in our country.

Literature review

The self-assessment process carries with it many of the errors as well as the lack of precision in some cases and

this case applies when officials of the organization of festivals and celebrations to give a picture of the value of the

regulation on the amount of the success of the celebrations of graduation campus supervised by a committee of the

presidency of universities and colleges and sections of the division of student activities. (Ikhlass, 2001) Where

installers and specialists varies with each other in determining the level of the regulatory process at the celebration and

therefore there is a foggy picture of the level of organization as well as the level of the efforts made by the officials on

the creation of such a celebration, as well as the good aspects and not good in itself, this calls for no doubt as to the

true picture of the level of the regulatory process which would reach the level of the ceremony. (Nizar, 1981) The

problem of the search covers asking the organizers for the celebrations about the value of the success of the effort?

And about the value of the success achieved by any party at the level of organization? Often, the answer to this

question through the self-estimates and levels (good, very good, ...etc.) that do not and does not stand up to the

objective criticism while it must be the answer to this question answer objective through a number representing the

value of the success achieved by the level of organization and the absence of a regulatory measure to this situation

which give substantive figure the level of organization (Mahmoud,2010) and because the level of organization and

reflects the level of effort by the ministry or the university in a ceremony for this researcher sought to solve this

problem through the design and construction of a scale to assess students' graduation parties umbrella and thus assess

the efforts of the organizers of the Ceremony our contribution to fill the vacuum of scientific research in this side

room service And in support of the development of festivals and celebrations in our country graduation. (Mufti, 1999)

Methodology

Research Approach: The researchers used the descriptive method in the survey method to suit the nature of the

research problem.

The research society : the research community are the members of the committees of the Supreme Court to regulate

the graduation in Iraqi universities universities (central-ethnic Qadisiyah and Babylon and Waset and koufa and

Karbala and Al Muthanna) and members of the Committee consists of (President of the university and the

administrative assistants and scientific and dean of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports sciences and director

of student activities) , where the number of (30) members of the community organized a graduation ceremony of the

students.

The preparation of the preliminary version of the gauge the validity areas : through the researchers found on the

literature on the subject, and return to the sources of administrative science and management related to the festivals

and sports magazines presentations was the codification of what happened to the researchers in the exploratory

resolution (Appendix (1) directed to the experts and specialists in the science of sports administration and sports

shows and festivals the adult population (20 (a story for the purpose of obtaining the views of the most important

information in the organizational aspects of the concert graduation and through that the researcher was able to
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determine the validity of the areas belonging to the gauge (administrative and organizational structure concert

graduation Students in Iraqi universities (as shown in table (1).

Table (1) shows the percentages to accept the areas of measurement

T Areas

To respond to

the Kay

box

Rate of

admission
percentage

Ok But ok

1 selection of the members of the subcommittees

of the Concert

17 3 9.8

75%

85%

2 entrances and exits of the ceremony. 16 4 7.2 80%

3 At the time of the ceremony, the division of the

timetable of items

16 4 7.2 80%

4 organization of the rhythmic music concert 18 2 12.8 90%

5 Radio and visual media 17 3 9.8 85%

6 lighting ceremony. 16 4 7.2 80%

7 Concert and rehearsals groupings 18 2 12.8 90%

8 budget for the ceremony. 19 1 16.2 95%

*The value of Ka2 = 3.84at give him a free access (1) and the level of new Egyptians (0.05)

Select a method and the foundations of the wording of the paragraphs : through studies and sources and

literature (the science of management and organization of festivals) enables researchers from the wording of the

paragraphs of the gauge has tried to take into account the clarity and ease of content and different people in its

interpretation, the number of initial paragraphs as as follows (paragraph 40) and through the exploratory

resolution (Appendix (2)) through the opinion of experts and specialists in the fields were distributed and accepted as

follows (the choice of the members of Committees (5) a paragraph, entrances and exits of the Ceremony (5) a

paragraph, at the time of the ceremony and divide the timetable of items (5) clause, the organization of the rhythmic

music ceremony (5) clause, the media, and the visual radio and (5) a paragraph, gatherings and rehearsals (5) a

paragraph, The budget for the ceremony (5)a paragraph , the concert lighting,5 paragraph.

The validity of the paragraphs and analysis: the purpose of knowing the validity of the paragraphs in the fields, the

researchers introduced the preliminary version of the supplement (5) directed to the experts and specialists in the

science of sports administration and sports shows and festivals the number of paragraphs (40) clause .Therefore , the

researcher analyzed the answers paragraphs as indicated in table (2):-

Select the report acknowledged: Subpopulation appropriate standard for the report of the experts and specialists in the

science of sports administration and sports shows and festivals to indicate their views peace estimate proposed

(always, often, sometimes, rarely, never) "It will shoulder the expert answers by agreement (75%) any consent (15)

experts out of (20) experts this confirms the validity of the open-handed appreciation of the gauge.

Table (2)

Shows the percentage of a regulatory measure concert graduation

T Areas Paragrap

h No.

proportio

n of

percentag

e

Squar

e Feet

Kay

T Areas Paragrap

h No.

proportio

n of

percentag

e

Squar

e Feet

Kay
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1 selection of

the members

of the

subcommittee

s of the

Concert

1 80% 7.2 5 Radio and

visual media

1 90% 12.8

2 95% 16.2 2 95% 16.2

3 90% 12.8 3 100% 20

4 100% 20 4 95% 16.2

5 100% 20 5 95% 16.2

2 entrances and

exits of the

ceremony.

1 95% 16.2 6 The lighting

ceremony.

1 95% 16.2

2 90% 12.8 2 95% 16.2

3 85% 9.8 3 100% 20

4 95% 16.2 4 100% 20

5 95% 16.2 5 80% 7.2

3 At the time of

the ceremony,

the division of

the timetable

of items

1 100% 20 7 The Concert

and

REHEARSAL

S groupings

1 95% 16.2

2 90% 12.8 2 90% 12.8

3 100% 20 3 85% 9.8

4 100% 20 4 75% 5.0

5 90% 12.8 5 85% 9.8

4 organization

of the

rhythmic

music concert

1 95% 16.2 8 budget for the

ceremony.

1 90% 12.8

2 100% 20 2 95% 16.2

3 100% 20 3 95% 16.2

4 85% 9.8 4 85% 9.8

5 95% 16.2 5 95% 16.2

*The value of Ka2 = 3.84at give him a free access (1) and the level of new Egyptians (0.05)

Method of correcting the paragraphs of the scale: For the purpose of obtaining the degree college of each sample give

appropriate weight to alternatives to the paragraphs of the scale and through collection of degrees on the appreciation

of the pentalateral responder gets the overall class of individual members of the sample, and that the paragraphs of the

scale had been drafted two positive and one negative, has set the weight of the paragraphs of the gauge(1-5) for each

of the paragraphs of the gauge, and on this basis has placed among alternatives and responses and table (3) shows that:

Table (3)

Weights of alternatives to amend the scale in both directions positive and negative

Start Rarely Sometimes Often Always The Trend

A Paragraphs1 2 3 4 5 Positive

5 4 3 2 1 Negative impact

The exploratory experience of the scale: the application of exploratory subpopulation experience on the eye of the

community(5) members of the Commissions Supreme Court Supervisor of graduate students, receptions in Iraqi

universities (University of Al-qadisiya) and asked the researchers of the sample note all his indigence is lying
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specimen is marked with (  ) in the appropriate field this was dated (10/2/2019) the results of the procedure that the

paragraphs were clear to all members of the sample and answer all the paragraphs, and determining the average

answer (15-20) minutes to answer the paragraphs of the gauge.

The experience of the analysis of the paragraphs of the scale to a sample of construction: Researchers conducted

a study on the application of the scale to a sample of construction.30) a member of the Commissions Supreme Court

Supervisor of graduate students, receptions for six governmental Iraqi universities (Al Qadisiyah, koufa, Karbala,

Babylon, Wasit, Muthanna) This was in the period (17/2/2019) until(17/3/2019) as a researcher in the process of

distributing measurement forms (appendix 3) The members of the research sample and asked them to read the

instructions pertaining to the answer the paragraphs of the gauge and filling a form information of respondent, and

through that process of collecting answers subpopulation sample members screened to ensure the safety of answer all

the paragraphs.

Discriminatory diminishes (two extremes): The researcher calculates the overall class of the metric for each individual

member of the construction sample by collecting degrees paragraphs through alternatives to gauge individual

members of the sample and then had the grades obtained by the members of the sample decreases.

When it was divided into two grades represent one of the individuals who got the highest grades at a rate (27%) of the

Supreme Court, the second group represent individuals who received the lowest ratio (27%) of the group, as the

number of the Supreme Group Forms Forms (8) and (8) the forms of the minimum as calculated forms (16) class has

been given form by a five-year estimate on each paragraph of the scale and each individual members of the sample

and then the researchers conducted statistical analysis of spokesmen indicated in table(4)0

Table (4)

Discriminatory capacity of a regulatory measure concert graduation

T Areas Paragraph

No.

value of (t)

calculated

T Areas Paragraph

No.

value of (t)

calculated

1 selection of the members

of the subcommittees of

the Concert

1 7.2

16.2

12.8

20

20

5 Radio and

visual media

1 12.8

16.2

20

16.2

16.2

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

2 entrances and exits of the

ceremony.

1 16.2

12.8

9.8

16.2

16.2

6 lighting

ceremony.

1 16.2

16.2

20

20

7.2

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

3 At the time of the

ceremony, the division of

the timetable of �D�E�O�H

1 20

12.8

20

7 Concert and

rehearsals

groupings

1 16.2

12.8

9.8

2 2

3 3
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20

12.8

5.0

9.8

4 4

5 5

4 organization of the

rhythmic music concert

1 16.2

20

20

9.8

16.2

8 budget for the

ceremony.

1 12.8

16.2

16.2

9.8

16.2

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

* The value of (t) = tabular data hampers Dubai property market... at give him a free access (14) and the level of new

Egyptians (0.05)

Internal consistency: the work of the internal consistency of the Subpopulation of paragraphs to indicate the Pmp

exam flat omnipotence gauge, where statistical processors using the correlation coefficient between the paragraph and

the degree college degree gauge and extraction results through (t) calculated and compared the degree of (t) The

Tabular trend through the Table No. (5).

Table (4)

internal consistency of the regulatory scale concert graduation

T Areas Paragraph

No.

value of (t)

calculated

T Areas Paragraph

No.

value of (t)

calculated

1 selection of the members

of the subcommittees of

the Concert

1 7.2

16.2

12.8

20

20

5 Radio and

visual media

1 12.8

16.2

20

16.2

16.2

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

2 entrances and exits of the

ceremony.

1 16.2

12.8

9.8

16.2

16.2

6 The lighting

ceremony.

1 16.2

16.2

20

20

7.2

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

3 At the time of the

ceremony, the division of

the timetable of items

1 20

12.8

20

20

12.8

7 Concert and

rehearsals

groupings

1 16.2

12.8

9.8

5.0

9.8

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

4 organization of the

rhythmic music concert

1 16.2

20

20

8 budget for the

ceremony.

1 12.8

16.2

16.2

2 2

3 3
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9.8

16.2

9.8

16.2

4 4

5 5

* The value of (t) = 2.052 tabular at give him a free access (28) and the level of new Egyptians (0.05)

The truth is that "the construction: the researchers confirmed that the test components designed within the target set

for the test” (Fouad, 1987), so, researchers conducted construction ratified through the correlation coefficient

between the Pmp exam omnipotence and omniscience gauge the Pmp exam areas where these transactions on the

internal consistency of the gauge and it was eight degrees all coolness is an area with the total score of the gauge to

find simple link transactions (pearson) and agenda(5) shows that:

Table (5)

Built transactions link between Omnipotence class gauge the degree of each of the areas of the gauge

value(r)calculated Areas T

0.73 The selection of the members of the subcommittees of the Concert 1

0.88 The entrances and exits of the ceremony. 2

0.92 At the time of the ceremony, the division of the timetable of �imetabl 3

0.87 The organization of the rhythmic music concert 4

0.91 Radio and visual media 5

0.92 The lighting ceremony. 6

0.88 The Concert and REHEARSALS groupings 7

0.93 The budget for the ceremony. 8

The Tabular trend value (t) = 1.701when the degree of freedom of (28) below the level of significance (0.05)

Measure stability: to obtain the degree of stability of the measure use researchers way re-testing to extract the

stability factor as Subpopulation application scale to a number of the members of the committees of the supreme

authority supervising the graduation in the university's Al-qadisiya) 14 ) dated (24/3/2019 ) after collecting the

sample answers to the paragraphs of the scale, the researcher re-apply the same test on the sample members of the

above-mentioned on (7/4/ 2019) and after the extraction of data is the application of the simple correlation coefficient

(pearson) between the first and second tests as in table (6)

Table (6)

Shows the simple correlation coefficient (pearson) in a way re-testing

Statistical

significance

Tabular trend value (t). value of (t)

calculated

Coefficient of

skewness

Gauge

Moral 1.782 0.83 0.320 organization of the Parties

Graduation

*The Tabular trend = 1.782$ value when the degree of freedom of) 12 ) and the level of new Egyptians (0.05)

Substantive session:When the selection of alternatives to the so-called (objective test because arbitrators using the

debug switch in order to agree on the results fully and objective test" means the test is not affected by the change of

the arbitrators and the time of the test gives the same results whatever based arbitration" (Ikhlass, 2001)

The standard gauge degrees: this is the 1984 of steps in the codification of the gauge to cope up as crude grades

obtained by the laboratory measurement weak and not in comparison with the jealousy of the testers only after

conversion to standard is known as the average temperatures (Mohammad Hassan Allawi, and Mohamed Nasr Eddin
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Radwan) quoted(Scott) that the criteria are used to change tables test grades, since it could be the use of those

standards to the low level of the testees " (Mohamed, 2000)

After the Researchers collected data on the members of the committees supervising the graduation in Iraqi

universities and researchers on the crude grades and degrees without new Egyptians expresses the preliminary results

of the gauge which on this basis must be a detour to Standard degrees these resents to determine crude grades so that

they can be interpreted by the researcher, therefore, the handling of the results of a statistical measure of using t- class

degree as in the Appendix (9).

The standard gauge levels: levels are standard criteria represent the goal or purpose required realized any special

status because they contain degrees showing levels to individuals with a high level of performance (Nizar, 1981).

To identify these levels, use the normal distribution curve researcher (kaos) including the number of units of the base

of the natural curve(6units of(as alwehda called the extent equal(10) Standard degrees divided on 6 levels and through

this, the researcher to select(5) levels so that each level (1.2) standard unit, which met in the 100Th Division standard

grade amended.12) standard coolness as in table (7).

The final application of the gauge: After the completion of the Organization distributes all requirements and

regulation, the gauge has become operational and with total items (40) clause distributed on five areas were

distributed and accepted areas as follows (the choice of the members of committees (5) a paragraph, entrances and

exits of the ceremony (5) a paragraph, at the time of the ceremony and divide the timetable of items (5) clause, the

organization of the rhythmic music ceremony (5) clause, the media, and the visual radio and (5) a paragraph,

gatherings and rehearsals (5), the budget for the ceremony (paragraph 5(a paragraph, the concert lighting,5 paragraph.

Since the application of the converter to convert subpopulation scale final supplement to the (3) on a sample

application numbered (30) a member of the committees supervising the graduation in universities for the

period (14/4/2019) until.30/ 4/2019) then the researchers analyzed the responses of a sample of the final application of

the gauge and calculate the final score arithmetic mean collect the grades obtained by the respondent of the sample to

the paragraphs as per the degree to become a member of the banner in the management and regulation of the

graduation Students in Iraqi universities.
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Table 7

Standard and grades and levels measured by the organizational structure and administrative crude concert

graduation

Results

1. Presentation of the results of the levels of the scale area of selection of the members of the sub-committees

and discuss the ceremony.

Table 10

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area of selection of the members of the sub-committees of the

party and discussed

percentage
The number of members of the supreme committee of the

Concert Graduation
Levels

Crude

Class

Standard

Class

53% 16 Very good 16 1.54

30% 9 Good 9 0.46

10% 3 The average 3 -0.46

3.3% 1 Unacceptable 1 -0.77

Degrees of crude oil to the areas of the gauge

Cru

de

grad

es

gaug

e

Stand

ard

grades

Levels

The

PM

P

exa

m

in

the

cur

ve

budget

for the

ceremo

ny.

Concer

t and

rehear

sals

groupi

ngs

lightin

g

ceremo

ny.

Rad

io

and

visu

al

med

ia

organiza

tion of

the

rhythmi

c music

concert

At the

time of

the

ceremo

ny, the

divisio

n of

the

timeta

ble of

items

entran

ces and

exits of

the

ceremo

ny.

selection

of the

members

of the

subcommi

ttees of the

Concert

8 9 16 9 10 12 18 16 11 1.27 Very

good

4.8

6

10 9 6 12 9 15 6 9 10 1.01 Good 24,

52

5 5 2 5 7 1 1 3 9 1.24 The

average

40,

96

2 5 4 2 3 1 4 1 5 2.53 Unaccept

able

24,

52

5 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 5 2.19 Weak 4.8

6
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3.3% 1 Weak 1 -0.77

After the application of a measure to assess the regulatory framework for graduation Students in Iraqi universities (from the

point of view of the members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation Students in Iraqi universities of the heads of

universities and their assistants to the deans of the faculties of Physical Education and Sports sciences and the directors of

the Departments of Student Activities), researchers at several levels, as can be seen from the table (10), which represents the

levels of the selection of the members of the subcommittees of the concert. The researchers believe that the reason why

the number of members of the supreme committee of the concert graduation tiers (very good and good (to the attention of

the members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students and observance of principles as the basis for their

work during the application and considering the collective effort during work mainly very necessary , this is referred to

by shokriya Khalil corchorus(1988)", the sub-committees on management and administration be specialized committees and

a relationship management and sufficient numbers to perform its role and non-interference in the technical terms of

reference and there is full coordination between these committees and the technical committees and senior officials"

(Shokriya, 1988).

As for the level (average) is attributed to the fact that some members of the Commissions Supreme Court considers that

dealing objectively with the positions and problems and constraints that occur during the work to try to overcome and

resolved through the process of verification of the efforts of employees in the use of the scientific method to address matters

with a view to achieving the objectives programr technician efficiently the easiest methods with minimal as possible during

the course of the paragraphs of the ceremony , and what he sees all of Talha Edin and Issa Matar (1997) " The Committees

Sections to divide participants into groups for each member of the sub-group is responsible for driving within the

presentation ceremony and management in determining the time and place of movement and how the movement within the

limits of the allowable pitch " (Talha, 1997).

As for the level (weak) is unacceptable and usually ascribing researchers reason that some members of the Commissions

Supreme Court heads interest in focusing on some of the aspects in the process of administrative application any

administrative overview of the seating place and the movement and the issue of the formations in the stadium, excluding the

preparation of participants for each member of the subsystem and the response of the participants, leading to the reluctance

of the non-integrated objectives for the completion of the coordination between the efforts of the workers and the

participants , and this is what Bashir Al-alaq (1998) "The members of the committees of the two branches of the masloa, and

directly in the process of the success of the ceremony each items or formations where should be determined for each

member (40) joint venture and working on correcting the errors of the participants in the lineup and Sir, clothes (special

uniforms) ceremony to their places right in the movement and seating area and high cooperation," (Bashir, 1998).

2. Presentation of the results of the levels of the scale area entrances and exits of the concert hall and

discussed.

Table 11

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area of entrances and exits of the concert hall and discussed

percentage
The entrances and exits of the ceremony. Levels Crude Class Standard Class

60% 18 Very good 18 1.70

20% 6 Good 6 0

3.3% 1 The average 1 -0.71
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13.3% 4 Unacceptable 4 -0.28

3.3% 1 Weak 1 -0.71

The researchers also received on several levels, as can be seen from the table (11), which represents the levels of the

entrances and exits of the concert.

The researchers attributed the cause of the access area entrances and exits of the ceremony on the square (very good, and

good) to the attention of those members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students in the use of scientific and

business continuity planning in the management of administrative executive work through access participants smoothest

roads with minimal as possible to avoid confusion and mistakes which cause problems during the course of the entrances

and exits of the ceremony, which is confirmed by the mufti Ibrahim Hammad(1999)" should allow the entrances and exits

(doors) participants access to positions in time and in a systematic and coherent, whether in the order or together in

locomotive or rows or groups. It also depends on the free entry, or the tool. We must adhere is straightforward, non-

complex” (Mufti, 1999).

The researchers attribute the access area entrances and exits of the concert hall on the level) average) was that some small

entrances to accommodate participants (material and human resources), which makes the movement lose beauty and

flexibility and difficulty of access point to start the movement of the formations and the Jamal Mohammed Ali (2009) " the

success of entrances and exits to allow the greatest number of participants the passage with the tools used during the first

movements of the start of the ceremony as the start to attract the attention of the audience" (Jamal, 2009).

As for the access area entrances and exits of the concert hall on the level) is acceptable, and weak) so the researchers reason

that the exits not meet to prepare for the participants and the tools which will happen to lack of regularity and turmoil in

the movement does this is conducive to the emergence of a lot of troubles and a drop in the level of the party confirms that

hussam Samer Abdou(2011), " Taking into account the exits the ceremony that allow to withdraw all participants or to move

to certain parties that does not lead to the chaos that lost the final ceremony, the splendor and splendor” (Hussam, 2011)

3. Presentation of the results of the levels of the scale to the area at the time of the ceremony, the division of the

timetable of its items and discussed .

Table 12

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area at the time of the ceremony, the division of the timetable and

discuss its items

percentage
At the time of the ceremony, the division of the timetable of

items
Levels

Crude

Class

Standard

Class

40% 12 Very good 12 0.86

50% 15 Good 15 1.29

3.3% 1 The average 1 -0.72

3.3% 1 Unacceptable 1 -0.72

3.3% 1 Weak 1 -0.72

The researchers have obtained on several levels, as can be seen from the table (12), which represents the levels of the area at

the time of the ceremony, the division of the timetable of items.

The researchers attributed the cause of the access area at the time of the ceremony, the division of items timetable at (very

good, good) that the members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students are working to clarify the time the

ceremony for the public and the duration of each of the paragraphs of this work to the regularity in the course of time for the
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participants and the general public, where the thrill of the euphrates by the public on the one hand, and the readiness of the

euphrates performance by the participants on the other hand

This is confirmed by the Bashir Al-alaq (2010) "The concert is bound division of the functioning of the movement, this

means dividing the entry into force of the movement regularly evenly, when the performance of any of the paragraphs of the

Gmt disproportionately lead specific importance to the public” (Bashir, 2010).

As well as the researchers attributed the cause of the area at the time of the ceremony, the division of items timetable at the

(average) that the members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students increase their interest in dividing the

time from the moment you enter to the moment out without the flexibility in the time of the circumstances of the aircraft

during the ceremony and move a time limit, and recalls Adel Abdul Basir (1999) "must specify the period specified for the

implementation of the contents of the ceremony hours and minutes including entry and exit with the potential of other

circumstances”( Adel, 1999).

The researchers attributed the cause of the area at the time of the ceremony at division timetable items (passable, the weak)

that the members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students did not take into account the intervals between

paragraphs the ceremony filling these gaps some musical or poetic verses to fill the public from another side and

the willingness of participants to paragraph coming from the other side, and this is confirmed by Mahmoud Daoud Al Rabie

(2010) "each paragraph in the celebration should determine the pulse from the moment you enter the pitch and performance

until exit with note to avoid sleep intervals to avoid boredom viewers as the Sleep periods within the unjustified ceremony

reduces the quality of the ceremony” (Mahmoud,2010)

4. Presentation of the results of the levels of the scale area of organizing the ceremony and discussed rhythmic

music.

Table 13

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area of organizing the ceremony and discussed rhythmic music

percentage organization of the rhythmic music concert Levels Crude Class Standard Class

33.3% 10 Very good 10 1.03

30% 9 Good 9 0.77

23.3% 7 The average 7 0.25

10% 3 Unacceptable 3 -0.77

3.3% 1 Weak 1 -0.29

The researchers have obtained on several levels, as can be seen from the table (13), which represents the levels of organized

rhythmic music concert.

The researchers attributed the cause of the rhythmic organization of music concert at the (very good, good) that the

members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students are working on the arrival of the voice of the public in all

parts of the pitch with the consistency and university movements with the movements of the participants from the beginning

of the ceremony, the Music is regarded as the key to show the ceremony sections both reflects the other and complemented

by so as to be in full harmony between a paragraph and music leading mastering the quality of the movements of the

participants” (Talha, 1997) .

The researchers attributed the cause of the rhythmic organization of music concert at the (average) that the members of the

supreme rushed for receptions Graduation Ceremony music students take into account the terms of the formations during the
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performance of the paragraphs with the lack of attention to the primary music concert, which help to create paragraphs the

ceremony participants and reduce boredom, viewers of waiting for the start of the ceremony, and also the high-hosni Abu

Halima (2004) " it is advisable before the beginning of the show that there will be the introduction to simple musical starts

beyond the performance of paragraphs direct”(Faeq , 2004).

The researchers attributed the cause of the rhythmic organization of music concert at the (weak) is unacceptable and that the

members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students interested in all technical and administrative matters to

the ceremony with the lack of consistency of music harmony with movements or with the goal of the ceremony, which

reduces the atmosphere of happiness to the public ceremony is less than the efficiency and quality, and this is confirmed by

the Bashir Al-alaq (2010) " would prefer the musical diversity of ways in supply to suit all moods viewers where music to

create an atmosphere of happiness and nice look showing better ceremony in addition, and be consistent and coherent

accompanying music with paragraphs and performing movements and expressive tones of labor and production and

homeland defense” ( Bashir, 2010)

5. Presentation of the results of the levels of the scale to the area of radio and visual media and discussed .

Table 14

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area of radio and visual media and discussed

percentage Radio and visual media Levels Crude Class Standard Class

30% 9 Very good 9 0.67

40% 12 Good 12 1.35

16.6% 5 The average 5 -0.22

6.66% 2 Unacceptable 2 -.0.90

6.66% 2 Weak 2 -.0.90

The researchers have obtained on several levels, as can be seen from the table (14), which represents the levels of the

broadcasting media and visual concert.

Where the researchers see why area broadcasting media and visual tiers (very good and good (to the attention of the

members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students to the attention of the Department of Public Information

is it true carrier/ceremony to all interested and responsible others present during the ceremony, knowledge about the extent

and quality distinguish this ceremony and the distribution and processing of the location of the concert audio means and

radio and television media, where the beautiful touches and additional grant to achieve the aim of the concert with caution

participants meet deadlines and the participation of the public through the news”( Leila, 2001).

As for the level (average) is attributed to the fact that some members of the Commissions Supreme Court considers that

dealing objectively with the media, particularly the corporal the ceremony audio and top and, more importantly, in the

ceremony where represents a vision based on the ceremony and Qabila highlights, through the broadcast media can access

the voice of the party's corporal and responsible view to the participants in the ceremony and follow the voice instructions,

the effort and time” (Jamal, 2009).

As for the level (weak) is unacceptable and usually ascribing researchers reason that some members of the Commissions

Supreme Court heads interest in focusing on some aspects of the application process for the application of the paragraphs of

the ceremony, the organizational aspects inasmuch and media to achieve external success as soon as possible and the widest

extent , and by means of the radio, the process of the implementation of the package successfully and, in particular, if the
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number of participants in the large display wide playground .Where access the correct sound of music used by the

participants and the public radio” (Bashir, 1998).

6. Presentation of the results of the levels of the scale to the area of the lighting ceremony and discussed .

Table 15

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area of the lighting ceremony and discussed

percentage lighting ceremony. Levels Crude Class Standard Class

53.3% 16 Very good 16 1.71

20% 6 Good 6 0

6.66% 2 The average 2 -0.68

13.3% 4 Unacceptable 4 -0.34

6.66% 2 Weak 2 -0.68

The researchers also received on several levels, as can be seen from the table (15), which represents the levels of field

lighting ceremony.

The researchers attributed the cause of the access area on the lighting ceremony (very good, and good) to the attention of

those members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students in the use of fixed lighting and animation and laser

performance during the paragraphs during the formations and movements leading to impress the audience and the success of

the ceremony in a distinctive, which is confirmed by the mufti Ibrahim Hammad(1999)" should take into account the

distribution of scanning through laser and light mobile to performers or in the playground , which raises the rate

of fascination and beauty of viewers and also not overlook providing generator reserves the concert (Mufti, 1999).

The researchers attribute the access area lighting ceremony on the level( average), due to the fact that some members of the

supreme rushed for receptions graduation students , the light distribution to all areas of the ceremony and during the

performance of the paragraphs, particularly laser floor indoor waterfall in the media influence and because of the clarity and

this is what confirms that Jamal Mohammed Ali (2009) that "the industrial lighting element in the organization of the

ceremony to the laser raised by the beauty of what is happening in the land of the playground or the stands of events and

paragraphs” (Jamal, 2009).

As for the access of field -level lighting ceremony) was acceptable, and weak) so the researchers reason that the lighting

ceremony, not meet the size of the stadium and focused on the performance of the movements of paragraphs and this is what

confirms that hussam Samer Abdou(2011) "lighting can show paragraphs more interesting as well as the concealment or

disguise of at least some sections of the importance of such as the transmission of the m form to another” (Hussam, 2011)

7. Presentation of the results of the levels of the scale to the area of the ceremony and discussed groupings and

rehearsals.

Table 16

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area of the ceremony and discussed groupings and rehearsals

percentage Concert and rehearsals groupings Levels Crude Class Standard Class

30% 9 Very good 9 1

30% 9 Good 9 1
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16.6% 5 The average 5 -0.33

16.6% 5 Unacceptable 5 -0.33

6.66% 2 Weak 2 -1.33

The researchers have obtained on several levels, as can be seen from the table (16), which represents the levels of field and

rehearsals groupings at the ceremony.

The researchers attributed the cause of the access area gatherings and rehearsals concert at the (very good, good) that the

members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students are working on the regularity in the work of the

rehearsals and gatherings in specific places and places with the use of all tools and the subscribers' fashion in order to

prevent any mistakes before entering the main ceremony, and this is confirmed by the Bashir Al-alaq (2010) that "the

systematic work of the rehearsals for all the participants and the devices and tools used is the key to the success of the

presentations, it is during the rehearsals discover some gaps which could be avoided or treated before the main

ceremony” (Bashir, 2010).

As well as the researchers attributed the cause of the access area and rehearsals ceremony gatherings on the level (average)

that the members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students increase their interest in the organization of the

main ceremony on the one hand tools used from the voice and the light of the Organization of the hierarchy of paragraphs

such as the president of the university and the student section and the other to the neglect of the work of the rehearsals,

which are an essential part of the work of administrative and organizational structure to the ceremony and this is

what the Adel Abdul Basir (1999) that "the rehearsals and gatherings is a prerequisite for training on the parts of the

ceremony and the implementation of her plans previously prepared by the supreme committee in the selected location and

time specified” (Adel, 1999).

The researchers attributed the cause of the access area gatherings and rehearsals ceremony at (passable, the weak) that the

members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students did not take into account the official working hours and

times of lectures for students, leading to irregular rehearsals and the inability of the officials assess the paragraphs of the

ceremony before their performance and this is confirmed by Mahmoud Daoud Al Rabie (2010) " must take into account that

the hours of rehearsals is not incompatible with the dates of the study or work on the one hand, and the presentation will be

rehearsals before the ceremony officials evaluation mechanism participants arrived and students linking parts of the

Ceremony " (Mahmoud, 2010)

8. Presentation of the results of the levels of the gauge field and discussed the budget for the ceremony.

Table 17

Show the results of the levels of the measure of the area of the budget for the ceremony and discussed

percentage budget for the ceremony. Levels Crude Class Standard Class

26.6% 8 Very good 8 0.64

33.3% 10 Good 10 1.29

16.6% 5 The average 5 -0.32

6.66% 2 Unacceptable 2 -1.29

16.6% 5 Weak 5 -0.32
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The researchers have obtained on several levels, as can be seen from the table (17), which represents the levels of the budget

for the ceremony.

The researchers attributed the cause of the access area of the budget for the ceremony at the (very good, and good) to the

members of the committees of the supreme court for receptions graduate students working for the distribution of financial

expenditure clauses provided in accordance with the preparation of the participants in the ceremony and tools used in the

performance of these paragraphs where the exchange rate from the start of the organizational and administrative matters

into effect until after the end of the ceremony, this is confirmed in the Talah Edin and Issa Matar (1997) that "the budget for

the ceremony will be distributed to various items and paragraphs of the ceremony is supervised by the administrative and

financial exchange and facilitate the implementation of the sequence of steps of the start of the concert The concert

regulatory steps after the voting has been completed" (Talha, 1997) .

The researchers attributed the cause of the budget for the ceremony at the (average) that the members of the supreme rushed

for receptions graduation students nrc billings tasks and financial regulation to sub-committees, including the finance

committee and then to provide financial disclosures to the high commission and this context leads to the need for more time

and disposable supplies for the ceremony and this was felt also underlines the high hosni Abu Halima (2004) that " all

committees committed to organizing the actual financial disclosure of expenditures , the report of the ceremony and

authenticated by the Finance Committee of the problem cash position statement to the supreme committee supervisor to the

party in terms of time and the required amount of such expenditures, as this is one of the funding requirements" (Faeq,

2004).

The researchers attributed the cause of the budget for the ceremony at the (weak) is unacceptable and that the members of

the supreme rushed for receptions graduation students interested in all financial matters of the budget for the ceremony with

the lack of flexibility of unexpected additional expenses during the ceremony or during the start of the organizational

matters to others registered in the registers of the commissions, and this is confirmed by the Bashir Al-alaq (2010), "In some

cases, an error occurs in the budget figures or the adoption of a certain point in full not needed in the preparation of the

Budget, the Committee therefore resort to the adoption of the additional funding calculations to the original financing

private party " ( Bashir, 2010).

Recommendations

1. The results indicate that all organizational matters and administrative concert graduation fairly equal in importance.

2. Distributed a sample search five levels measured by the organizational and administrative reality, some university

graduation parties

3. Most of the members of the commissions supreme court for receptions graduation Students Sample Application was

average and above.

4. Some members of the supreme rushed for receptions graduation Students Sample Application was at an acceptable

level and weak.

5. Relying on the scale of the administrative and organizational structure for the purpose of measuring the assessment

of graduation students of universities.

6. The need for clear knowledge by the supreme committee supervising the graduation students of the importance of the

work of the administrative and organizational structure for the work to develop a working level through

the rehabilitation sessions as well as access to studies and sources of sports administration.

7. You can benefit from the results of the application of this measure on a sample, and thereby to give a clear and accurate

picture of the situation of the administrative and organizational structure for concerts and the festival in general, in

order to take advantage of them in the future.
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8. Work on the development of the graduation concerts and festivals on the whole, to stand and address weaknesses and

strengths and strengthening the powers of the administrative and regulatory process.
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